p e r fo r m a n c e t est
1/18-scale 4WD Trail Truck | RTR

RC4WD 1/18

Gelände II D90

This mini metal machine brings
scale & trail to smaller spaces
text & photos By Peter Vieira

Any conversation about scale
off-roading has to include RC4WD.
The brand offers scads of scale
accessories as well as complete kits
and RTRs, with the Gelände II and
Trail Finder platforms laying down
tracks as RC4WD’s most popular
offerings. Until now, these and
RC4WD’s other trail machines have
all been 1/10 scale, but that changes
with the latest Gelände II RTR, which
shrinks to 1/18 scale. The micro
machine has a wheelbase of just
5 inches but is built just like the “big”
1/10-scale Gelände, with all-metal
construction and 4-link suspension for its solid axles. And like the
1/10-scale versions, it also gets an
injection-molded Defender D90 body
set that’s detailed down to the last
rivet. The RTR package even includes
a 2S LiPo in the truck’s enticing window box, so all you need to do is bust
out your charger and four AA batteries before you hit the trail.
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4-Link Friction-Shock Suspension

4.8 in.
(123mm)

Fixed-length links locate the Gelände’s axles, and the 4-link
setup triangulates the upper and lower links to keep the axles
centered under the chassis. The ball joints have crimped-in
retainers, and suspension action is smooth. Each corner
gets a single Micro Ultimate Scale Shock, and these shocks
look scale with their smooth bodies and internal springs. The
shocks don’t hold oil, but there’s enough shaft friction to provide the tiny amount of damping required for the lightweight
truck and the demands of low-speed trail work. Steering
duties are handled by a chassis-mounted servo, which keeps
clutter off the front axle for an authentic scale appearance.
The 40mm shocks do not hold
oil and offer scale-appropriate
travel. Internal springs support
the chassis.

4.3 in.
(108mm)

5.1 in.
(131mm)
8.1 in.
(206mm)

The Gelände II is so well detailed, it’s hard to get a
sense of its size without a scale reference. A set
AA batteries reveals how small it really is.

If it weren’t for the electronics giving
away scale, the 1/18 Gelände could
be mistaken for the 1/10.

The chassis-mounted servo yanks the left front hub via a drag link,
and the tie rod pulls the right hub along for the ride.

Aluminum Ladder Chassis

Tiny telescoping
universal-joint
driveshafts connect
the transfer case to
the cast front and
rear axle housings.

vehicle specs
Item no.: Z-RTR0026
Scale: 1/18
Price: $200
Weight, as tested: 1 lb. 2.8 oz. (532g)

A pair of sturdy rails are the backbone of the Gelände, and the pickup points for the upper and
lower suspension links are integrated into each rail. The electronics plate, transfer case, battery
tray, and bumpers bridge the space between the rails, and the all-aluminum construction gives
far more strength than the truck will ever need. A simple hook-and-loop fastener is included
to hold the battery on the chassis, and the body mounts are discrete brackets attached to
the frame rails. The body posts stay fixed inside the D90 shell and attach with screws via the
underside of the truck, so there are no screws or posts on the outside of the body to detract
from its scale looks.

Chassis
Type: Ladder
Material: Cast and machined alloy
Suspension
Type (F/R): 4-link solid axle
Shocks
Bodies: Aluminum-body Micro Ultimate Scale, dual spring
Damping: Friction
Drivetrain
Type: Full-time 4WD
Differentials: None
Driveshafts: Steel telescoping universal joint
Bearings: Metal shielded
Body, Wheels & Tires
Body: D90, injection-molded plastic
Wheels: Steel bead-lock, 7mm hex
Tires: Dirt Grabber, X3 soft compound
Included Electronics
Transmitter: XR2 Micro 2-channel 2.4GHz
Speed control: Receiver/speed control combo unit for
brushed motor
Motor: Brushed micro-size
Servo: Steel gear micro, 21 oz.-in. torque
Battery: 2-cell 850mAh LiPo
Charger: Not included

Locked-Diff Drivetrain

To be accurate, the Gelände doesn’t have locked
differentials; it has no differentials at all. The drivetrain spins all four tires equally all the time for maximum traction, and at the low speeds this truck travels at, there’s little
handling penalty. All the drivetrain parts are styled like full-size
gear, and the Yota II axles are as attractive in 1/18 scale as
they are on RC4WD’s 1/10 models. The diff covers are functional and can be removed for gear inspection and lubrication.
Steel telescoping shafts join
the axles to the R5 Mini Cast
Transmission, which is more
like a transfer case and holds
the motor directly (unlike the
1/10 Gelände, which gets a
separate transmission and
transfer case).
Removing 10 screws reveals
the bevel gear beneath its
cover. Both axles are locked
for maximum trail traction—no
differentials here.

The motor is just 18mm long and
mounts directly to the cast alloy
transmission/transfer case.

Mucho metal. All the chassis, suspension, and
drivetrain parts are cast or machined.

Micro-Sized Electronics
A 2S 850mAh LiPo pack is
included, which is good for more
than 30 minutes of run time.

The power system doesn’t have a
voltage cutoff, so a low-voltage
alarm is supplied instead. It’s loud!

RC4WD saves space by spec’ing a combo receiver and
speed control unit, but there’s room under the D90 body for
individual components if you want to go that route. Thankfully,
the servo uses a standard 3-wire plug, so you can use it with
any receiver you wish. And it’s actually a metal-gear servo,
so it’s a keeper. You’ll find a 2S LiPo in the box, but there’s no
low-voltage detection built into the Gelände’s speed control
circuitry, so a separate low-voltage alarm is included to let
you know when the pack is ready for a recharge. The alarm is
capital-L Loud so you won’t miss it, and there’s even an LCD
voltage display built into the unit.

RC4WD’s included XR2
Micro transmitter does
a perfectly OK job of
operating the Gelände’s
steering and throttle, but
it’s not going to win any
beauty contests and the
handle is extra chunky
because it holds four AA
batteries inside. Under the
flip-up cover, you’ll find
rate and trim knobs for
both channels.

Get Linda

Ask 10 off-roaders how
to pronounce “Gelände”
and you’ll get 10 different answers. When
pronounced properly,
Gelände actually sounds
like “Get Linda,” minus
the “t” in “get.” And if
you’re wondering, the
word is German for “offroad.” Now you know!

Behind the wheel
Step one in prepping the Gelände II for action was finding a female JST plug so that I could charge the battery
without resorting to alligator clips. I found a 2-pack of
wired plugs from Great Planes at my local HobbyTown
for less than $5 and balance-charged the pack at 1C to
get rolling. No instructions are supplied for the included
low-voltage alarm, but it’s easy to figure out—just plug the
balance port onto the pins by following the diagram on the
back of the alarm. It beeps when connected (I assure you,
it’s loud), then continuously displays the voltage for each
cell and the total for the pack—handy. The other important
prerun step is thread-locking the screws, which I learned
when the truck started to get wiggly shortly after I began
running it. After taking a thread-lock break, I made my first
runs around the house. The max speed is walking pace,
and the truck has loads of torque. I set up a climbing ramp
using a piece of scrap MDF board, and the little D90 had no
trouble cruising up the full 4-foot length of the ramp, even
when it was set at a 40-degree incline. Steep stuff! Scaling
couch-cushion landscapes and obstacles like sneakers
and pet toys was easy for the D90, and the soft tires really
have the gift of grab. There’s not a lot of articulation in
the suspension though; you’ll only get a wheel up about

3/4 of an inch before another lifts. Steering travel is also
limited due to the front dogbones, which bind up as you
get deeper into steering travel. I used the transmitter’s
steering-rate knob to limit steering to the chatter-free
range, which resulted in a turning radius of about 3 feet.
Outside, the D90 looks fantastic on scale-sized terrain, and
it impressed me with its tenacity in getting over obstacles.
Climbing is easy, but watch out when going down; the
speed control doesn’t have a strong enough brake to let
you creep down inclines, so you have to roll down quickly
or apply stabs of reverse to keep from coasting too fast.
After running indoors and out for a full half hour, I decided
to take the truck for a walk around the neighborhood to
see how long the battery would last. Even after a full 2-mile
loop (real miles, not scale miles) and about 90 minutes
of running, the motor was barely warm and the battery
was showing 3.7 volts per cell—and the low-voltage alarm
comes on at 3.3 volts. So yeah, plenty of run time! After the
test session, I found the shocks had freed up considerably
compared to how they felt out of the box, and there was
less dogbone bind. Drivetrain noise diminished also, so
expect some break-in sweetening as you put in mini-miles
with the Gelände II. Or real miles—it just goes and goes.

Even the Gelände’s wheels
are metal, and they’re functional bead-locks at that.
Six 1.5mm screws squeeze
each wheel together
to capture the soft Dirt
Grabber tires.

+

All-metal chassis and
drivetrain
Super-scale “hard” body
LiPo battery included
Display-worthy detailing

-

Toyish transmitter
(works fine though)
The truck rolls out of the box with the D90 body molded in black. The
windshield is all clear including the frame parts that should be body
color, so you’ll need to add a little paint if you want max realism.

Unpainted windshield trim
knocks off a few
realism points
Not inexpensive

FINAL WORD
RC4WD’s RTR Gelände II with D90 body isn’t cheap at $200, but that’s half the price of the 1/10 no-electronics kit version,
and there’s a lot of truck here. You get all-metal construction for the mechanicals (even the wheels), the injection-molded
body is totally display-worthy as a static model, and it’s ready to run. I’d like to see a more detailed manual (it’s just textfree assembly illustrations) and a painted windshield frame, but for the likely buyer, these aren’t going to be hurdles. I
expect most mini-Gelände owners are going to paint and weather the body, tweak the suspension and steering, upgrade
the electronics, and do all the stuff scalers do to their rigs. And I expect they’ll get a lot of wheel time too; given how long
the truck runs on just 850mAh and how long its way-overbuilt metal parts will no doubt last, the cost-per-run has gotta
be peanuts even at the $200 asking price. Like a full-size D90, RC4WD’s 1/18-scale version will take you a long way. ✇
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